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The Argument6
In 1787 an anonymous student of the Perth Academy spent countless hours transforming7
his rough classroom notes into a beautifully inscribed notebook. Though this was an everyday8
practice for many Enlightenment students, extant notebooks of this nature are extremely rare and9
we know very little about how middle class children learned to inscribe and visualize knowledge10
on paper. This essay addresses this lacuna by using recently located student notebooks, drawings,11
and marginalia alongside textbooks and instructional literature to identify the graphic tools12
and skills that were taught to Scottish children in early modern classrooms. I show that, in13
addition to learning the facts of the curriculum, students participated in educational routines14
that enabled them to learn how to visually package knowledge into accessible figures and15
patterns of information, thereby making acts of inscription and visualization meaningful tools16
that benefitted both the self and society.17
In front of his blank page, every child is already put in the position of the18
industrialist, the urban planner, or the Cartesian philosopher – the19
position of having to manage a space that is his own and distinct from all20
others and in which he can exercise his own will.21
(de Certeau 1984, 134)22
The arrow points only in the application that a living being makes of it.23
(Wittgenstein 1967, §454)24
Storage and retrieval are easier when the material makes sense, when it25
fits with what is already known.26
(Norman 2002, 67)27
1. Introduction28
a. Form and Meaning29
Around 1800, the Scottish painter and caricaturist Isaac Cruikshank published a print30
entitled “The Circulating Library.” It is a familiar image to historians of print culture31
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Fig. 1. Isaac Cruikshank, “The Circulating Library,” circa 1800–1805. Collection of the author.
because it exemplifies the middle class’s increased demand for books during the late32
eighteenth century. In the print, a woman stands reading a catalog, which at the time33
would have been organized in the form of a table (fig. 1). The shelves in front of her34
are labeled with tags that reflect the kinds of literary genres of the day. In this scene we35
see a form of reading that, though common, has received little attention from scholars.36
If we consider the fact that the headings in the catalog and the labels on the shelves37
corresponded, then it becomes clear that this woman is in the middle of a multivalent38
act of reading in which her gaze is cast back and forth between the spatialized entries39
of the catalog, the square space of the room, and the tabulated bookshelves on the wall.40
How did she learn to read in this manner? How did she learn to spatialize in this way?41
This essay focuses on these two questions by offering some thoughts on how children42
were taught to read the layout of the paper tools used in late eighteenth-century43
Scottish educational settings. More specifically, I explore the ways in which the words44
and spaces of print culture were used to order reoccurring visual information patterns.45
There have been a number of notable historical studies on this topic in recent decades,46
particularly by scholars interested in Walter Ong’s work on the space of words in texts.47
The writings that followed in the wake of Ong’s views, especially those published48
by Marshall McLuhan’s devotees, took Ong’s research further and argued that the49
different forms of media that preserved texts actually constituted part of the message50
being conveyed. Such a notion complicated the prevailing epistemology, inherited from51
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Victorian interpretations of classical philosophy, which prioritized a text’s content over52
its form. The subversive nature of McLuhan’s view was perhaps an understandable53
reaction to the rise of digital culture and to the high value placed on textuality at the54
time by the academy and the reading public. In recent years, particularly after the rise55
of the Internet, a more egalitarian approach has arisen in which form and content are56
seen as equally important. This is the view that I take in this essay.157
Balancing the graphic form and disciplinary content of educational texts is not an58
easy task for a historian, especially since the visual components of the paper tools used59
by early modern schools remain relatively unexplored. This is in spite of the fact that,60
ever since Jean Piaget, educational psychologists have emphasized how viewing images61
can function as a noteworthy learning experience (see Gardiner 1990 and Perkins62
1994).2 Historical studies influenced by this research tend to focus on the lines and63
space of figural pictures such as prints, paintings, or illustrations contained in children’s64
literature. But what about the visual patterns in the graphic design of the text itself?65
What about square paragraphs, rectangular columns, or even diagrammatic polygons?66
These functioned collectively as linear images and they were visually iterated time and67
again when young readers of the early modern period read the pages of books or when68
they wrote paragraphs, copied lists, drew tables, or scribbled marginalia.69
Despite their pictorial nature, it is as if the ubiquity of such layouts has made70
them invisible and, consequently, the learning routines associated with them have71
remained relatively unexamined by historians. Indeed, those who study the form and72
meaning associated with the visual culture of learning routines generally tend to be73
social anthropologists or cognitive scientists and, while such scholars respect the value74
of historical documents, they usually do not write historically; that is to say, they75
seldom address the historical context of such artefacts and they refrain from offering76
guidance as to how images like word pictures were actually used or how they fit77
into the intellectual and social world that produced them. It is the goal of this essay,78
therefore, to treat the graphic layouts of words and lines as valuable historical artefacts79
that shed light on how early modern learners were taught to be literate and numerate.80
In following this approach, my thoughts are influenced by the anthropologist Tim81
Ingold’s work on the cultural history of lines and the psychologist Barbara Tversky’s82
research on the relationship between learning and graphic principles such as proximity,83
contrast, and modularity. These scholars emphasize that it is important to identify the84
1 I see this as an extension of the kind of approach exhibited by, but not limited to, studies on the cultural context
of technoscientific inscription practices (see the introduction and essays of Lenoir 1998). Walter Ong’s views on
the form and content of early modern texts occur throughout his work, but, for the purposes of this essay, they
are most clearly expressed in Ong 2005 and 2002 (see McLuhan 2011; and McLuhan and Fiore 1996).
2 The value of using images in the classroom in the foregoing studies is underpinned by what Perkins has called
“dispositional thinking,” an approach that considers how “attitudes, motivations, habits and commitments” affect
the learning process (see Perkins and Ritchhart 2004; and Ritchhart, Palmer, Church, and Tishman 2006).
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graphic patterns onto which values and meanings were mapped by a given culture.85
This is the approach that I follow, albeit from a historical perspective (Ingold 2007).386
b. Common Things87
This essay focuses on the common paper tools used in the homes and classrooms of late88
Enlightenment Scotland. Such a focus naturally precipitates two important questions.89
Why did I choose such tools? Why did I select Scotland? I will answer these in turn.90
My interest in the common paper tools used every day in primary and secondary school91
classrooms stems directly from the historical approach taken by intellectual historians92
such as Ann Blair, Ursula Klein, and Sherry Turkle who, though they write about93
different topics and different eras, have shown that natural knowledge is an emergent94
phenomenon that is formed through acts of writing, drawing, and reading that are95
repeated over and over again. In their work, lines, symbols, and space are not fixed96
forms; they are versatile tools we think with (Blair 2011; Klein 2003; Turkle 2007).97
This viewpoint is a powerful departure from the ways in which intellectual historians98
of the past approached texts. My work on children in this article extends this approach99
by asking how students were actually taught to make and value the graphic structures100
that they would one day use to manipulate their emerging thoughts about everything101
from the natural world to commerce. This means that I am interested in the layout of102
common texts that were used daily to teach basic subjects like the three R’s (reading,103
writing, and arithmetic) or practical subjects like geography, grammar, and gauging.104
Such an approach differs significantly from the veritable research done on the history of105
children’s literature in recent decades that tends to concentrate on expensive books that106
were sold to wealthy buyers seeking to supplement the texts used in the educational107
settings of the late Enlightenment.108
Historians of readership regularly point to the “revolution” in reading that occurred109
during the early modern period and the “explosion” of print that took place during110
the middle of the eighteenth century. While we need not be detained with the specifics111
of those theses here, it will suffice to say that most of this research has not sought to112
ask questions about how the layout of books, much less educational texts, fit into113
the extensive and intensive reading habits fostered by the print explosion of the mid-114
eighteenth century to the dawn of steam printing in the 1820s. Since little research has115
been done on the graphic format of early modern educational books, I have chosen a116
corpus of Scottish school texts to serve as a relatively manageable case study that can be117
used as a point of comparison for other contexts. I also made this choice because the118
3 See also the publications engendered by Ingold’s research project, “Learning is Understanding in Practice,”
available at: http://www.abdn.ac.uk/creativityandpractice/ (last accessed April 1, 2012). For Barbara Tversky’s
views on the relationship between learning, memory, and graphic culture, see Tversky 2001 and 2011. Other
relevant essays produced by Tversky and her teams at Stanford and Columbia include Tversky 2000; and Tversky,
Zacks, Lee, and Heiser 2000.
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history of Scotland’s eighteenth-century curriculum is well established and the country119
is generally acknowledged to have had a high rate of literacy and numeracy (Law 1965;120
Houston 2002).4121
Following the lead set by Matthew Grenby’s important work on eighteenth-century122
children’s literature, I generally prefer to see students as “users,” rather than “readers,”123
of texts (Grenby 2011, 9).5 Since I am interested in the historical context of the visual124
patterns evinced in Scottish texts and teaching tools, the next section of this essay125
explains the cultural placement of visual technologies in late Enlightenment Scotland,126
giving attention to how educational texts fit into the structure of Scotland’s school127
system and, correspondingly, to how the educational psychology and graphic design128
of the Enlightenment reflexively influenced the kinds of visual information used by129
children and their instructors. Section 3 extends this discussion by focusing on the130
relationship between words and the space of the page. I show that the alignment of131
heads, lists, and tables created a collective image that helped students remember and132
organize information. Sections 4 and 5 use these structures to explore how the forms of133
directional reading and writing necessitated by narratives and tables nurtured the kinds134
of cognitive skills needed to understand various aspects of figures. To illustrate this135
conceptual link, I focus on the basic principles of geometry and illustrative figures used136
in educational prints. By the end of the essay, it will be clearer how eighteenth-century137
children in Scotland learned to both make and read the graphic patterns presented to138
them via the media of paper tools.139
2. Education, Order, and the Mind140
a. Schools and Texts141
Perhaps it would be best to begin with the places where Scottish children were taught142
to use the spaces of print. There were many kinds of schools in eighteenth-century143
Scotland. Primary schools included English schools, hospital schools, charity schools,144
and workhouses. They taught the basic elements of reading, writing, arithmetic, and,145
oftentimes, singing. English schools and hospitals were better funded, whereas other146
kinds of charity schools and workhouses often struggled to teach beyond the basic147
rudiments of literacy and, sometimes, numeracy.6 A core literacy text for primary148
schools, private tutors, and parent-teachers throughout the century was The A.B.C.149
4 The curriculum of Scottish schools is provided in Law 1965. Although Law focuses on Edinburgh, he gives
the educational structure that fostered literacy and numeracy throughout the country. For further thoughts on
early modern literacy in Scotland, see Houston 2002.
5 For more on treating readers as users of early modern texts, see Sherman 2009; Jackson 2002; and Chartier
1994.
6 Notable primary schools in Edinburgh included George Heriot’s Hospital (1626), Merchant Maiden Hospital
(1694), and George Watson’s Hospital (1741).
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Fig. 2. John Warden, A Spelling-Book, 1753, pp. 34–35. National Library of Scotland.
or a Catechism for Young Children (1644), the content of which was formulated by150
the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. It was reprinted over and over by151
numerous printers, usually in the same cramped spatial format.152
By the end of the eighteenth century, however, a number of new spelling books were153
published. The arrangements of words and tables in these were more spatialized, with154
many of them using the method of syllabification to teach English. From the 1750s to155
the 1810s, the spelling books by John Warden, Arthur Masson and Gilles Ker, William156
Scott, James Gray, and Alexander Barrie were especially popular (fig. 2). Yet, though157
historians know a good deal about the content of these books, judging how students158
internalized the information is a challenge.7 This is because very few manuscript159
7 The difficulties with reconstructing this internalization process for child readers are addressed throughout
Grenby 2011. The eighteenth-century book catalogs and manuscript reading lists of Scotland’s public and
private libraries present a similar problem (see Towsey 2010).
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notes based on these texts survive. It is relatively certain, however, that students160
learned this information in a rote manner, usually through oral repetition or scribal161
recopying on slate boards. These practices, though so central to everyday classroom162
learning, can only be reconstructed from surviving copybooks and from pedagogically163
orientated treatises that summarize the state of learning in late eighteenth-century164
Scotland.165
Secondary schools, which included grammar schools (sometimes called high166
schools), parish schools, and academies, represented the next stage of education.167
Grammar schools taught Latin with reference to the intellectual, political, and168
geographical history of ancient culture.8 Two influential grammatical primers169
throughout the century in Edinburgh were the Latin textbooks by Thomas Ruddiman170
and James Barclay. Reflecting the increasing interest in vernacular languages, Alexander171
Adam’s Rudiments of Latin and English (1772) became popular in the latter decades172
(fig. 3).9 These books were more spatialized than those published at the beginning of173
the century in that they contained larger margins, more headings, wider line spacing,174
and more blank lines between sections. For an additional fee, secondary schools also175
taught “practical” classes on writing, mathematics, drawing, accounting, book-keeping,176
and surveying. In grammar schools, such subjects were oftentimes taught by the same177
teacher and their courses cost more than the main course given in English or Latin178
grammar. In academies, which were predominately founded in the last half of the179
century, these subjects sometimes comprised the bulk of the curriculum.180
Notably, “numeracy” in these settings was addressed in books that explicitly treated181
mathematics, algebra, geometry, and trigonometry as well as in those on surveying,182
navigation, and accounting. Key authors on these topics were Alexander Macghie,183
Robert Lundin, William Panton, Alexander Ewing, and William Wilson.10 Aspects of184
literacy and numeracy were also addressed jointly in compendia such as the textbooks185
compiled by George Fisher, Richard Grey, and Batty Langley. Writing was treated by186
a number of copy-books, with Edmund Butterworth’s Universal Penman (1785) being187
a good example. Aside from children born to enlightened aristocrats, the majority of188
students taking additional numeracy and penmanship classes were drawn more from189
the middle class, that is, from families who sought to use the spatialized forms of print190
taught in schools to enhance their business and trade. It was this spatial knowledge191
that laid the foundation for the forms of systematic classification that undergirded the192
Enlightenment vision of an ordered mind and, by extension, panoptic knowledge. As193
I will show below, the graphic prelude to the kinds of schematics that were used to194
8 The leading secondary schools in Edinburgh were Edinburgh High School (1128), Canongate Grammar
School (1580), Leith Grammar School (1598), New Town Grammar School (1786), and Hanover Street
Academy (1786).
9 Many Scottish textbooks mentioned in this paper are listed in Michael 1993. The larger context of readership
for Scottish educational texts is given in Eddy 2010a.
10 A helpful list of mathematical texts used in Scotland occurs in Wilson 1935, 89–91.
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Fig. 3.Alexander Adam, The Rudiments of Latin and English Grammar, 1786, pp. 48–49. National
Library of Scotland.
teach students in Scottish universities consisted of learning how to import or invent195
several kinds of headings that were spatialized in various kinds of tables known to aid196
the memory.11197
b. Associationism and Visual Order198
Learning in the foregoing educational settings was facilitated by repeated acts of reading,199
writing, speaking, and, sometimes, singing. During the eighteenth-century, these acts200
11 Here I note that early modern writers used the word “head” to refer to a memorable term or phrase that was
used to label a chunk of prose. Since the word “head” is infrequently used in this sense in modern English, I
will use the word “headings” throughout this essay.
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were seen as both moral and therapeutic activities in which the spaces of print provided201
a regularized form of visual order. The core psychological model that underpinned202
this kind of pedagogy was associationism, that is, the notion that ideas were associated203
or dissociated in the mind through volition and experience.12 Associationist pedagogy204
promoted the notion of “moral management,” the idea that “disordered” minds could205
be “reordered” through measures that strengthened the will, therein affirming the206
therapeutic power of the self over the world. This philosophy of mind played a powerful207
role not only in Scotland, but also in Britain at large. Influential authors on this topic208
included classical orators like Marcus Tullius Cicero and Quintilian, as well as the209
philosopher John Locke, particularly his Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1693).210
Like a number of textbooks used in Scotland, Richard Grey’s introductory comments211
in Memoria Technica explained this mindset in the following manner:212
Tis the advice of Quintillian, that boys should be used to repeat, as fast as possible, harsh213
and crabbed Words and Verses, purposely made difficult, in order to give them more full214
and articulate Pronunciation . . . The frequent Repetition of the following Memorial Lines215
would certainly answer this End; and if I might also recommend, as he does, the Writing216
of them too, in order to make a deeper Impression. (Grey 1756, xi)217
Importantly, Grey’s “memorial lines” were arranged in tables throughout his book.218
Further insight into the learning routines employed in Scotland can be gained from219
the books and pamphlets written by educators who sought to improve or reaffirm the220
state of Scottish education from the 1760s onward. A good example of this genre is221
Patrick Bannerman’s Letters Containing a Plan of Education for Rural Academies (1773).222
Bannerman (1715–1798), was the charismatic Church of Scotland minister of Saltoun,223
Haddingtonshire. Like the many clerics who ran local parish grammar schools, he held224
that a student “shall, from a fair copy written by his master, transcribe his system of225
divine and moral truth, of geography, and of history, into books, which he ought to226
preserve and peruse so long as he lives” (Bannerman 1773, 27). Fortunately, a small227
number of such notebooks still survive, particularly the sets copied by students who228
attended the avant-garde Perth Academy during the 1780s and 1790s. I will make direct229
reference to these later in this essay, but it is important to note that most sources of230
this nature clearly show that note-taking was a manually reinforced act of graphic231
order instantiated by the vertical alignment of words in neat sentences, lists, and tables.232
Within the associationist milieu of Scotland, transcribing information in this manner233
was believed to be an effective pedagogical tool because it shaped the mind through an234
act of embodiment. Put another way, it was seen as a cognitively important practice,235
one that could be expanded later by adults in commonplace books, diaries, letters, and236
university notebooks (see Chapman 1774, 172). Thus, students were required to copy237
sentences daily and to repeat orally lists of information because teachers believed that238
12 For the pedagogical centrality of associationism, see Richardson 1994 and O’Malley 2003.
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there was a fundamental connection between the order of space on the page and, to239
paraphrase Michel de Certeau, the order of experiential knowledge in the mind (see240
Certeau 1984, 134). The repetition of sentences (a form of horizontal order) and lists241
(a form of vertical order) provided a conceptual starting point for students when it242
became time for them to negotiate the tables and other layouts that they encountered243
throughout their professional careers or in the subsequent stages of their education.244
3. Layout Patterns245
a. Modules and Units246
But what were the basic building blocks of the layouts featured in the textbooks and247
notebooks used or made by students? One way to approach this question is to take a248
look at the format used to visualize the information featured on their pages. One of249
the most prevalent layouts was a module that consisted of several component units like250
headings, blocks of textual material, or illustrative figures. Although their ubiquity has251
rendered these units invisible to historians, they are important artefacts that provide252
unique insight into the kinds of graphic patterns that were presented repeatedly to253
children in educational settings.13 The geometry and layout of the modules used in254
schools were based fundamentally on the rectangular shape of the paper used for255
books and other kinds of paper tools. Again, this shape was ubiquitous, but important256
nonetheless. The rectangular surface of the page served as a field in which information257
was ordered visually. Within these parameters, the layouts used to frame words and258
figures were influenced by the varying sizes of the paper used to make books or notes.259
Although many textbooks were printed in octavo or duodecimo formats, copybooks260
and student notes were usually written on blank leaves of paper that came in different261
rectangular dimensions. For example, copybook pages, which were usually called slips,262
ranged from six inches to a foot long, with their height usually being one-fourth of263
their length. The dimensions of student notes also varied. In the classroom, students264
frequently took their rough notes on whatever size paper they could find, including the265
blank backsides of printed advertisement posters, proforma, and metric conversions that266
had become dated. If the sheet was too big, students would cut it down to manageable267
sized slips. Long and thin ledger books were also used. These rough notes were then268
13 Though some printers used the word “schema” to refer to blocks of text, there does not seem to have been a
standard term used during the Enlightenment to describe the quadrangular unit that consisted of a heading and
an associated block of text or figures. It is for this reason that I employ the term “module.” Typographic schemata
are mentioned in Luckombe 1771, 217. The form and function of modules in graphic design is addressed in
Ambrose and Harris 2007, and their use in educational psychology is detailed in Hartley 1994. The term is also
used in information visualization studies, especially in research that addresses the interactive utility of the spatial
features employed in the design and evaluation of user-friendly webpages (see Benderson and Shneiderman
2003; and Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman 1999).
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recopied onto octavo or duodecimo paper that was often sold as folded gatherings or269
as bound notebooks.14270
On the whole, there was parity between the modules used in textbooks and those271
shaped by students in their notebooks. They were usually units of text that addressed272
a common theme and there were three elements that occurred on a regular basis.273
First, there was a short heading that signaled the content of the module. It was274
usually capitalized and centered, serving as a visual cue to the forthcoming content.275
Second, there was a graphic block that contained words and, to a lesser extent, figures,276
arranged as a rectangular blob, a visually discernible unit on the page. Finally, there277
were horizontal bands of white space, usually single- or double-spaced blank lines,278
above the heading and below the graphic block. Taken as a whole, the three foregoing279
units created a visual code that allowed readers to navigate more quickly through the280
pages of textbooks and other paper teaching tools such as catechisms, copybooks, and281
manuals. Reading such modules, therefore, required a different set of skills than those282
used to read page after page of a straightforward narrative. Put more simply, there283
was a combinatorial logic of reading involved – one which was deeply spatial. When284
combined with the titular head, for example, the horizontal blank lines served as a285
spatial cue that indicated the beginning and end of a module that allowed readers to286
track through sets of modules quickly. Once a module was found, then the content of287
the graphic block was read in different ways according to its spatial, typographic, and288
grammatical arrangement (see Table 1).289
b. Packaging Information into Patterns290
There were three basic kinds of graphic blocks in textbook modules and their layout291
affected the ways in which students accessed them (Table 2). The first and most popular292
unit of this nature was the narrative block. This was a justified narrative arranged under293
a heading or subheading in which the key concepts were cued by italic or upper case294
letters. A good printed example of this format occurs in The A, B, C, with the Shorter295
Catechism. This was the most popular literacy text for primary educational settings and296
it consisted of a question and answer format designed by the General Assembly of the297
Church of Scotland. Each question was a short sentence that functioned as a heading298
and was italicized. The answer was usually a few sentences. A second reoccurring299
unit was some sort of table, which functioned as a “tabular” block of information.300
Whereas the narrative block was essentially one column of text, the layout of tabular301
blocks usually consisted of a few columns into which various kinds of words were302
placed. Key concepts were flagged by headings that were positioned in the open space303
14 I have found no contemporary English words to describe these two different kinds of “rough” and “rewritten”
student notes; however, Blair (2008, 40) notes that early modern Germans used “Mitschriften for the former and
Rein- or Nachschirften for the latter.”
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Table 1. The Modular Block
Table 2. Kinds of Modular Blocks
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above the columns. From the 1750s onward, this format was used more frequently in304
primers to spatialize noun declensions and verb conjugations, as well as logarithms,305
equations, and metric conversions in numeracy texts. The third kind of graphic block306
was one that contained some sort of figure (geometric, diagrammatic, or illustrative).307
Figural blocks were framed in white space and sometimes labeled with alphabetic or308
numeric headings that corresponded to a descriptive narrative or legend included above,309
below, or beside it. Overall, all three of these blocks serialized the space of the page310
through the geometric plotting of headings and margins in a manner that packaged311
information for students in a familiar and, hence, easily accessible visual pattern. Such312
repeated patterns as evinced in the modules of educational paper tools were part of313
the continuing serialization of graphic space that had been happening since the rise314
of double-entry accounting and bureaucratic proformas during the mid-seventeenth315
century. This regularization of space was used throughout print culture, but it was316
particularly noticeable in paratexts such as title pages, indices, and footnotes, as well as317
in the tables used by institutions such as the East India Company, the Royal Society,318
and the various colonial offices overseen by France and Britain.15319
Whereas the foregoing graphic blocks were used well into the nineteenth century,320
it is perhaps worth emphasizing that there were some spatial modifications during321
the years between Scotland’s 1745 Jacobite Rebellion and the first decade of the322
nineteenth century. The space in and around the modules, for example, became more323
open. Margins were widened and line spacing became more generous. The tight324
spacing of the narrative block in The A. B. C., for example, was very common in325
instructional texts designed from the seventeenth century onwards. Near the middle326
of the eighteenth century, however, schoolbooks started to include more capitalized327
headings that were surrounded by a single or double blank line. In books like John328
Warden’s A Spelling Book (1757), the text was sometimes double-spaced so that notations329
could be written or drawn between the lines. This injection of white space occurred330
despite the fact that space still remained at a premium in pedagogical books because331
paper was expensive. Providing more white space on the page elongated the book and332
drove up the price. The fact that printers, authors, and editors sought to introduce333
more space into the text is testimony to the value that they attributed to spatialized334
modules. When it came to the design of textbooks and other educational materials, the335
cheapest and easiest option was simply to cram all the information into typographically336
and spatially undifferentiated blocks. Spatializing the text took more planning, more337
time and, hence, more money. Such a spatial decoupage of modules was couched in338
the special role that associationist psychology attributed to the visual order of paginal339
and sentential space. It is also likely that such increased spatialization was driven by340
the competition that accompanied the rising demand for textbooks and the desire of341
authors to offer visually modified formats that called attention to their various views342
15 For paratext standardization, see Barchas 2003. The influence of proformas is addressed in Ogborn 2007 and
Safier 2008.
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on pedagogical debates occurring at the time (especially in relation to key-wording343
and syllabification in primers).344
4. Textual Images345
a. The Heading as a Conceptual Box346
Heads, or headings, were the main kind of visual tag that textbook authors used to347
label the information inserted into a module. This practice was linked directly to the348
fact that the “head” was a ubiquitous tool employed by adults to order commonplace349
books and other forms of print culture. More specifically, heads compressed topically-350
related information down into a representative word or short phrase. It was the351
textual instantiation of a conceptual box and, in addition to structuring the content of352
textbook modules, it could be used to extend textbooks through marginalia, customize353
classroom instruction through conversation, insert further observations into notebooks354
through the rewriting of rough notes, and structure memory through acts of intentional355
association.16 As mentioned above, heads were usually employed as titles for modules.356
Such “titular” heads were centered and were usually surrounded by open space in a357
manner that turned them into reference cues. Various types of subheads were also used.358
Within modules that had a high degree of narrative content, italicized or capitalized359
subheadings, were regularly employed to label paragraphs or demarcate keywords.360
Paragraph subheads were placed above, beside, or before a new paragraph, thereby361
offering a hierarchy of marginal space that was ordered through consistent patterns of362
indentation. Keyword subheads were used to tag important concepts or terms within363
the narrative block. Rather than being a mundane distraction, they disrupted space364
within the block of text and made the topic addressed by the surrounding text more365
memorable. From a pedagogical perspective, heads also made it easier to see what was366
supposed to be memorized – a point that was explained succinctly in the instructions367
given underneath “The Numeration Table” in Fisher’s popular Instructor: “For easier368
Reading of any Number, first get the Words at the Head of Table by Heart” (see Fisher369
1799).17 Furthermore, within tabular blocks, heads served as labels for columns and370
rows, and within figural blocks they were used to further identify various aspects of371
geometric or illustrative pictures that occurred within the quadrangular structure of a372
block.373
Since associationism emphasized the centrality of memory, authors of instructional374
texts often approached the usage of heads via a variety of commercial metaphors that375
likened the content of the mind to a “stock of knowledge” that must be “laid out,”376
16 This joint conceptual and pedagogical value of heads is addressed in Eddy 2010b.
17 There were at least two other editions published in Edinburgh, one in 1763 and another in 1771. “The
Numeration Table” occurred in the “Arithmetic” section of most editions.
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“stored up,” and organized like goods bought and sold on a daily basis. But students had377
to be taught the skills of graphic reduction before they could stock and organize their378
own mental warehouse. In particular, they had to be taught to see heads as cues and how379
to plot such cues on a blank piece of paper or on the surface of an empty slate tablet. On380
the whole, evidence of Scottish students plotting heads and graphic blocks occurs more381
at the secondary school level. The layout of most student notebooks suggests that the382
formation of such heads was most likely developed through two stages of note-taking.383
First, students wrote down a set of “rough notes” based on oral instruction. This was384
effectively a public activity and such heads were usually the same as those used by their385
teachers in the classroom. The layout of these notes was rather cramped, as paper was386
limited, and they wrote fast so that they could capture as much information as possible.387
This led to the next stage, which was more of a private enterprise where the rough388
notes were then rewritten into narrative, tabular, or figurative formats. Thus, the line389
between print and manuscript forms of representation was blurred because the process390
of rewriting the notes both expanded and reordered them in a spatial manner that391
resembled the modules used in a printed book.392
Good examples of recopied notes are the sets taken by the students of Thomas393
Blacklock in the last decades of the century. Entitled Kalokagathia, his lectures were394
given to adolescents and mirrored the topical structure of the interrogative headings395
used in the Church of Scotland’s catechism. Blacklock was blind and he originally396
gained recognition as a poet. He subsequently transformed himself into a successful397
private teacher who taught Lowland worthies such as David Hume’s brother. As398
stated in the title, his lectures were “Delivered for the use of Pupils in Question and399
Answer, under the four general Inquiries.” The questions served as heads and were400
as follows: “What are we?” “Whence are we?” “Where are we?” “Why are we?”401
The text underneath each head was broken up into further subheads (see Blacklock402
n.d.). In addition to interrogative headings, student notebooks also employed heads403
which simply encapsulated the subject of the lecture series or the specific topics404
covered across a set of lectures. Reflecting the fluidity between notational and textbook405
formats, arithmetic notes used heads to represent various acts of addition, subtraction,406
multiplication, and division, whereas geometric and trigonometric lectures featured407
numerated heads to signal cases, theorems, and rules. However, unlike print, student408
note-takers often placed heads in a larger font size than the main text. This was the409
case for the anonymous author of a set of Perth Academy Notebooks taken in 1787. He410
even used shapes, shading, and arrows explicitly to demarcate titular heads. Such visual411
additions served to make the head a picture, rendering the content associated with it412
more memorable (fig. 4).18413
18 Anon., Perth Academy Notebooks, 3 vols., 1787, Bound MS, NLS MS 14294–6.
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Fig. 4. Anon., Perth Academy Notebooks, Vol. I, Bound MS Notebook (1787), National Library
of Scotland MS 14294, ff. 39v and 40r.
b. The Vertical List414
One of the primary visual units set inside the modular space of children’s notes and415
textbooks was the list, which was effectively a vertical column that functioned as a416
grouping of related terms. List entries were selected based on their topical relation and,417
if their contents followed any kind of order, they were usually arranged alphabetically.418
Lists were popular in grammatical, geographical, and lexicographical textbooks, where419
they were the predominant format used to present vocabulary words, cartographic420
places, and alphabetical entries. From a spatial perspective, there were two kinds of421
lists that children were required to hear, read, and write repeatedly. Horizontal lists422
occurred within the line of a sentence, usually as a trail of terms separated by commas.423
Their visual format, however, was less accessible because there was little blank space424
around the sentence that provided an easy entry point to the list’s entries. Vertical lists425
were used to spatialize large groups of words in a more visually accessible format. At426
the simplest level, a vertical list was a column. In textbooks they were aligned against427
the left margin (see figs. 2 and 3). When children wrote their own lists, they often428
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repeated this visual pattern. Notably, since horizontal lists were written and read in429
the same linear fashion as any other narrative that occurred in a sentence, learning to430
how to use and make a vertical list involved a fundamentally different kind of visual431
directionality – one that had to be mastered before a student could begin to understand432
the lists presented in a series of thematically related columns contained in a table.433
Writing lists could both reinforce and subvert the proximate and conceptual order434
of printed lists that students were required to read, copy, or memorize. Yet writing a435
vertical list required a notable amount of paginal space that was often difficult to find.436
Blank paper was expensive and the surface area of the handheld chalkboards used in437
schools was restricted. This led children to write lists on scrap paper or old books in all438
sorts of ways, including the inscription of lists in the margins and blank pages of books439
in family libraries. The spatialization of such lists often occurred as a set of vertical440
entries written in a book’s flyleaves or in the side margins of it pages. But they could441
also be written across a number of pages. Striking examples of this kind of indexical442
marginalia appear in the lists inscribed by James Erskine in the books of the Erskine443
library in Dunimarle Castle. These lists were a form of “cross-paginal” referencing444
because the entries were spread across pages. Sometime around 1783, James decided445
to use a copy of the anonymously published Principles of Latin and English Grammar446
as his personal notebook. At the time he was around ten or eleven years old, that is,447
right about the age when many boys were sent off to academies or grammar schools.448
Turning the text on its side, he wrote the name of a different occupation in the margins449
of around one hundred pages. Writing only one word in each margin, he created a list450
that could only be read by turning the page to see the next entry (fig. 5). Likewise,451
the family library also contains an unattributed list of birds written cross-paginally in452
James Moir’s The Scholar’s Vade Mecum (1775) sometime in the late 1780s.19 The key453
point to note about this practice is that it is an intriguing modification of the kinds of454
lists featured in the very grammar books in which children were writing. Though their455
manuscript lists were written alongside printed lists of vocabulary and parts of speech,456
they used a cross-paginal form of spatialization. Moreover, the topics of their entries457
were not relevant to grammar per se. Rather, the children’s lists oftentimes addressed458
natural and commercial knowledge, that is, topics likely to be found most interesting or459
useful to children writing in books. Cross-paginal lists developed the kind of indexical460
reading patterns necessary to access the cross-references employed in more advanced461
systematic tables found in university lectures as well as other collocations of information462
like encyclopaedias and handbooks.20463
19 Anon., The Principles of Latin and English Grammar, DH LIB 247. The title page is missing (see Mair 1779 and
Moir 1775). An inscription that reads “1787 John Erskine” suggests that the list of birds may have been made
by John Erskine when he was a teenager.
20 Grenby notes that this kind of cross-paginal marginalia written by children was not uncommon and that lists
of occupations might have been some sort of childhood game (Grenby 2011, 274–275).
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Fig. 5. Anon., The Principles of Latin and English Grammar (missing front flyleaf and title page),
page 153, Dunimarle Library No. 247. Page 220 bears the following inscription: “James Erskine
his Book January Anno Dominy 1782” and “James Erskine Dalmeny 24 June 1783.”
c. Directional Reading Skills464
As intimated above, lists also could be turned into tables. As such, they played an465
adaptable role in education because their entries could be expanded horizontally466
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into rows that, when read in a sequence, effectively became a formula of structured467
information.21 In other words, columns could function as a visual unit inside the tables468
that were so often included in more advanced instructional texts like the books used469
for grammar and geography at the secondary level. But the basic reading skills needed470
to read a series of columns was instilled in students at primary schools, where children471
were taught how to use simple columns of lists that contained places or nonsense472
words relevant to the recognition of syllables (see again figs. 2 and 3). The latter were473
arranged alphabetically and were meant to be read primarily in a downward manner.474
Good examples occur in the large “Tables of Words” section of Warden’s A Spelling475
Book and throughout widely-used books like Arthur Masson’s An English Spelling476
Book (1757), James Gray’s A Concise Spelling Book (1794), and Alexander Barrie’s A477
Spelling and Pronouncing Catechism (1796). This format was continued in secondary478
textbooks, especially in the geography sections that gave long lists of countries and479
cities. These longer word columns of places further trained students to read downwards480
from word to word. This kind of downward reading was reinforced through repetition481
and complemented the skills required to recognize other kinds of vertically plotted482
words, such as reoccurring heads of modules or the numbers featured in numeration483
tables. This kind of downward reading was also aided by a form of upward reading that484
required young readers to “jump” from the bottom of a column to the top of the next485
column in the table. Thus, in addition to the normal left to right movement required486
to read a sentence, columns iterated two more forms of directional reading, that is,487
downward and upward. This means that accessing the layout of paper tools used in488
primary educational settings required students to learn the kind of “multidirectional”489
reading skills required to access the more complicated tables used at the secondary level,490
or even later in government proformas and university classification systems (Table 3).22491492
Adolescents also acquired multidirectional reading skills by copying tables relevant493
to their individual interests. Thomas Grieg’s 1742 pocketbook, written when he was494
seventeen, provides excellent specimens of this kind of tabular replication. Echoing the495
interests of many a teenager at the time, he was especially keen to copy out astronomical496
and calendric tables. He even took care to draw neat, straight lines and equidistant497
columns that were undoubtedly plotted in advance (fig. 6). For those with money who498
did not have the skill to make their own table, there were also pre-printed, blank tables499
like those offered in numerous editions of The Ladies Complete Pocket Book. These were500
often printed in England but were regularly imported to Scotland. Adolescents and501
adults used texts of this sort and their pages contained various calendric, lunar, tax,502
interest, mileage, and financial tables that necessitated different kinds of multidirectional503
reading. Sometimes, the books even came with instructions. This made it easier for a504
21 Here I am following Goody’s notion that a table is “a matrix of vertical columns and horizontal rows . . . the
list is an example of the column, the formula of the row” (Goody 1977, 53).
22 Good examples of robust tables that required advanced multidirectional reading skills are those that appear in
Ewing 1771. Used widely at the secondary level, it contains tables of metric conversions and logarithms.
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Table 3. Visual Directionality in Modules
Fig. 6. John Grieg, Pocket-Book Belonging to John Greig (1762–4), Bound MS, National Library
of Scotland, MS Dep 190, Greig Papers, Box 3, ff. 18 and 19.
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reader to navigate the spaces that appeared in the blank calendric and financial tables505
that made up the bulk of such works. By writing such notations, adolescent note-506
takers were learning how to use and structure the graphic space of a table.23 This507
preformatted notational space was an extension of the simpler tables used to arrange508
children’s textbooks and other teaching materials. The multidirectional ability required509
to use this kind of visual tool worked in conversation with the skills required for the510
double entry accounting tables used in most academies and some grammar schools. Like511
the cross-paginal lists featured in James Erskine’s marginalia, it also laid the foundation512
for the kinds of cross-referencing that students would encounter in encyclopaedias and513
professional handbooks. For literacy texts, multidirectional reading was also required514
for the many grammatical tables that listed parts of speech and those which contrasted515
the orthography and pronunciation of words.516
Instructions on how to read a table were given orally in classrooms and were517
explained in numeracy texts, with popular textbooks like E. Hoppus’ Practical Measuring518
giving a range of reading strategies (Hoppus 1799).24 But there was a difference between519
knowing how to read a table and knowing how to make one, especially when it came520
to tables with multiple columns and rows. Put more simply, learning how to draw521
and compose a multidirectional table was not easy for students learning how to do522
it for the first time. Since notepaper was blank, that is to say, “unruled,” making a523
table required the strategic placement of a steady hand, the successful manipulation524
of a straight edge, and the equal division of the space of the page into columns and525
rows. These skills had to be practiced over and over again and original compositions526
(for students often copied tables from books) required “pre-drawings.” Lower- and527
middle-class learners who could not afford to purchase large quantities of practice528
paper had to imagine the structure in advance. For most students, initial attempts to529
compose a table usually ended in frustration. A rare extant example of this ubiquitous530
practice occurs in the adolescent notebook of James Dunbar written in 1710 (fig. 7).531
Near the end of his notebook he tried to draw a table, apparently for the first time.532
His first attempt was a table entitled “Characters for the names of the Books of the533
Bible.” It gave the name of a book (“Numbers,” for example) and then its abbreviation534
(“Nu”) and its shorthand symbol (“v”). As the columns proceed to the right, they535
become less organized, with the lines becoming less parallel and the row and column536
widths becoming less standardized. The final column only had enough space for two537
rows instead of the three that were required, which meant that they could not be538
used. Dunbar was clearly irritated by this, so he filled the space of the column with the539
following script: “I am angry that I left a blank here and wrote filthy Scribble Scribble.”540
But he persisted. The title of his next table on the following page was “The table of541
words of the first rank.” This was more symmetrically designed and did not contain any542
23 Vickery 1998 addresses the use and importance of ladies pocket books.
24 Hoppus was a surveyor for the London Assurance Corporation and his book was published in at least 15
editions from 1736 to the late 1790s.
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Fig. 7. James Dunbar, A Volume Completed by James Dunbar in 1710 containing Arithmetic,
Introduction to Algebra, and A More Compendious Way of Writeing than Ordinar Called the Short
Hand, Making Use of Farthing’s Alphabet (1710), Bound MS, National Library of Scotland MS
Acc 5706/11.
superfluous tables or rows. This time he used a ruler or folded piece of paper to draw543
the column and row lines and the symmetry of the spacing strongly suggests that it had544
been thought out in advance. Clearly Dunbar, like so many children of the eighteenth545
century, developed his tabular composition skills through trial and error (see Dunbar546
1710).25547
5. Figural Images548
a. Geometric Figures549
In his history of linearity, the anthropologist Tim Ingold astutely notes that “life is lived550
not at points but along lines” (Ingold 2007, 116). Nowhere was this observation more551
relevant than in the teaching of geometry during the Enlightenment. This subject552
was in many respects the instantiation of visual order par excellence, especially in the553
ideologies that guided the design of public and private space. Within children’s texts,554
25 The pages are unnumbered, but the tables occur near the end of the notebook.
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however, there was a distinct link between the plotting of heads, margins, and tables,555
and the basics of geometry as taught in schools. More specifically, the reading patterns556
that children used to understand geometric figures were built on the directionality557
required to understand the shape of modules. This means that students were already558
“pre-trained” to recognize straight lines via the straight path offered by sentences and559
by the edges of justified paragraphs. Thus, the point, line, angle, and polygon, that560
is, the four central components of geometry, were inherent in the graphic design561
used to package the content of most textbooks and notebooks. Though they were562
not inscribed as a linear strip of ink, sentences and margins were indeed lines in space.563
Sentences in particular facilitated unidirectional reading habits by guiding students’ eyes564
forward along a straight path. Building on this rectilinear pattern, students first learning565
geometry were asked to recognize and then draw straight lines divided into segments566
that were labeled “A,” “B,” “C,” etc. Such a practice not only laid the foundation567
for geometric figures, but also for diagrams that used lines to structure equations or to568
represent various quantitative features of the human body and the natural world. For569
example, crossing one line over the other created an “X” shape. This was effectively570
a chiastic diagram that could be used for various kinds of mathematic calculations. In571
Scotland, chiasms were used to facilitate “casting out the nines,” a calculation that was572
used to double-check the answer of problems that contained multiple acts of division.573
Numbers were placed at the end of each line or on the interior angles so that they could574
be remembered. As the children’s marginalia from the Dunimarle Library reveals, this575
kind of chiasm was useful for young learners and was employed outside the classroom.26576
Reading and writing the right angles created by margins, particularly those that577
framed narrative and tabular blocks, familiarized students with the multidirectional578
reading patterns needed to recognize, use, and create geometric polygons. There579
are numerous connections between the geometric spaces of children’s texts, but two580
are particularly noteworthy. First, the textual block of primary and secondary school581
texts familiarized children with the general concept of an angle and the way that it582
could be represented on the two-dimensional field of the page, a process that laid the583
foundation for the recognition of other kinds of angular forms used to commit the584
geometric world to paper. Second, the visual skills required to recognize sentences and585
margins, that is, the ability to guide the eye along a straight line, established a practice of586
reading and writing with reference to right angles. Such skills were directly transferable587
to the angles of geometry and functioned as a visual starting point for the angles588
used in trigonometry, spherical geometry, and planular geometry.27 In particular, the589
arrangement of sentences with margins required students to think angularly. In other590
26 A mathematical chiasm is written on the flyleaf opposite the title page of Herodotus 1704, 982. The inscription
was most likely made by James Erskin the elder when he was a boy sometime around 1712. The use of chiasms
in casting out the nines is addressed in Wilson 1935, 85–86.
27 Geometric figures occur in many notebooks, but several striking watercolor specimens appear in Anon., Perth
Academy Notebook.
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words, they not only had to move their eyes horizontally from one side of the page to591
the other, they also had to move them up and down in a horizontal manner. When592
these horizontal and vertical movements were combined, they formed angular reading593
paths. Such a practice could be transferred to the stylized, two-dimensional lines that594
were used to represent polygonal structures in geometry books and on slate boards or595
posters that were hung in classrooms.596
b. Illustrative Figures597
The foregoing forms of geometric reading, writing, and drawing were reinforced598
through the use of a wide array of figures at the primary, and even pre-primary, level.599
These often occurred in pedagogically orientated prints. For example, the content of600
educational lottery sheets, which ranged in size, was presented in tiled squares that601
were arranged into columns. Those aimed at an early primary school audience focused602
on the alphabet, presenting a letter and matching illustration inside each square. Those603
aimed at slightly older students divided the sheet into larger squares, each of which604
presented a moral, historical, or entertaining scene or object with an accompanying605
heading.28 This simple linkage between a figural image and a tiled placement of letters606
or heads prepared young readers to recognize larger and more complex combinations607
of this nature as featured in the textbooks, maps, and prints used in schools. This608
interaction was made more memorable through reading and rereading tiled prints, as609
well as by the popular practice of cutting them out and pasting them into the blank pages610
of a scrapbook.29 Additionally, a child’s working knowledge of geometric layouts and611
illustrative figures was further developed at the secondary level by drawing courses. For612
those who could afford it, this kind of instruction became more accessible thanks to the613
rise in numbers of drawing textbooks, tutors, extracurricular classes (offered by schools614
and tutors), and the foundation of institutions like the Edinburgh Drawing School in615
1760.30 Building on the multidirectional reading practices outlined in the foregoing616
geometry section, drawing courses promoted neo-classical visualization techniques and617
linear perspective; that is, a geometric way of seeing the world that reduced the formal618
features of natural objects down to polygons (especially triangles and squares) arranged619
against a vanishing point on the horizon. Such images were, therefore, used to transfer620
some of the geometric directionality of print culture to the lived world. This kind of621
experiential interaction of space, text, and image offers many possibilities, but in what622
28 Scottish specimens of gridded prints and lottery sheets are pasted in Anon., Scrapbooks of Engravings (Including
Dabbities), Etchings and Watercolours, 1800–1820. Despite its title, many of the specimens were printed in the late
eighteenth century.
29 For the larger context of children’s scrapbooks, see Immel 2005, 65–85.
30 Edinburgh’s Drawing School was founded by the Board of Trustees for Fisheries and Manufactures to provide
a skill that could be used in a wide variety of occupational settings (see Nasmyth 1883, 22–24).
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remains of this section I would like to focus on two examples: maps and moral prints623
aimed at adolescents.624
At the most basic level, maps and globes linearized the world.31 They were625
usually dissected into longitudinal and latitudinal grids into which stylized images626
of continents, countries, and topographic features were placed. Though globes have627
received a respectable amount of attention by historians, the pedagogical use of printed628
maps, which were cheaper and more prevalent, remains relatively unexplored. They629
appeared as inserts in books and as large prints that were hung on classroom walls630
alongside other tabularizations of knowledge like chronologies. Within the geometric631
grid of maps, headings connected cartographic spaces and shapes to the content of the632
curriculum being instilled by primary and secondary school teachers. In the classroom,633
students were asked to orally match places on the map with various headings listed in634
their textbooks or written on chalkboards. These headings were usually the name of635
a city, country, region, or topographic feature. School textbooks helped to facilitate636
this exercise by giving long lists of geographic headings that a teacher could read out637
in quick manner. After they had successfully associated a heading with a place on the638
map, children were then asked to discuss relevant historical and political information639
about the place. Here the spatiality of print culture was intimately united with ostensive640
learning, that is, the acquisition of knowledge through tactile and visual demonstration.641
In following this pedagogical program, students were being taught how to interact642
simultaneously with a textual list and a linearized object elsewhere in the room, which643
was precisely the same kind of spatial reading taking place in the Cruikshank print644
mentioned at the start of this essay. Such cartographic matching was basically an oral645
form of labeling that reinforced the content of the heading in the student’s mind.646
Crucially, this practice taught students to be familiar with the ways in which irregular647
lines, like the borders of countries and cities, could be placed and interpreted within the648
format of a grid, or in relation to other linear features like Rhumb lines (loxodromes)649
and triangulation lines. As evinced in surveying textbooks like Alexander Ewing’s650
Synopsis of Practical Mathematics (1771) and the beautifully illustrated Perth Academy651
Notebook taken sometime during the 1780s or 1790s, the gridded format of cartographic652
space effectively served as a tool that allowed a student to move from reading a printed653
map to drawing a map on a blank notebook page (fig. 8). Thus, geographic features654
like mountains and houses were placed in conversation with the tools of surveying in a655
manner, which, like lottery sheets and prints, placed geometric figures in conversation656
with illustrations.32657
31 The strong presence of geography in seventeenth- to nineteenth-century schools in Scotland is addressed in
Withers 2001.
32 A popular textbook that featured this kind of graphic representation was Ewing 1771. Page 88 explains how
to draw a map and figure 65 (occurring after page 96) gives a visual example of what it should look like.
Another good example is figure 55 (again, occurring after page 96). It features the side view of a mountain
being rectilinearized with surveying lines. Manuscript student versions of this practice appear throughout Anon.
1787.
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Fig. 8. Anon., Perth Academy Notebook (1780s-90s), Bound MS, National Library of Scotland
MS 14291, ff. 19r and 20v.
The prints used to teach adolescents varied in design and price. In Loose Hints658
upon Education (1781), Lord Kames, a leading Scottish commentator on education,659
mentions the pedagogical effectiveness of prints, especially in the scenes designed660
by William Hogarth that reinforced morality through association.33 For Hogarth,661
tabularized knowledge often went hand in hand with commercial and moral order.662
Those who ignored the linearized knowledge of tables often met regrettable fates.663
For instance, the fortune of Tom Rakewell, the protagonist of Hogarth’s series of664
prints entitled Rake’s Progess, takes a terminal turn for the worse in the bawdy “Tavern665
Scene” of Plate 3. To foreshadow this fate, Hogarth depicts a prostitute setting fire666
33 The use of prints in educational settings had been promoted since the seventeenth century by leading
pedagogues such as Johannes Comenius and John Locke. Many educational writers followed their suggestions.
The early modern use of images to teach children is described in Heesen 2004.
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Fig. 9. William Hogarth, Industry and Idleness, Plate 4. “THE INDUSTRIOUS ‘PRENTICE
a Favourite, and Entrusted by his Master,” 30 September 1747, Etching and engraving on
paper. Image courtesy of Andrew Edmunds, London.
to a global map affixed to the wall. Drunkenness was often seen as a possible cause667
of madness and so it is significant that the room’s only piece of print culture, a form668
of figural order, was being destroyed, thereby signifying the rake’s plunge into mental669
and financial disorder. In contrast to Rakewell, Francis Goodchild, a protagonist in670
Hogarth’s Industry and Idleness, uses the spaces of print to build a successful career.671
At every stage of this virtuous apprentice’s successful career, he is looking directly at672
some form of textual representation. This is perhaps most clearly represented in Plate673
4, entitled “THE INDUSTRIOUS ‘PRENTICE a Favourite, and entrusted by his674
Master” (fig. 9). The workplace of the good apprentice is a literate space, with books,675
shelves, a desk, and writing quills. The apprentice holds an open day book and stares676
at the address label affixed to the top of the lumber being carried by a worker. This677
is a scene of multilinear spatial knowledge because he is checking the label against678
the tabular register in his daybook and against the money contained in the bag he is679
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holding. The London Almanack and a work register, both tables, hang on the side of the680
cabinet. Notably, the book cabinet is guarded with a lock and the apprentice holds the681
keys in his right hand. Tabular literacy had literally given him the key to knowledge and682
success, a message that nicely encapsulates the view of graphic order that permeated683
eighteenth-century educational settings in Scotland.684
6. Conclusion685
In The Design of Everyday Things, the psychologist Donald A. Norman emphasizes686
the usefulness of objects. In particular, he points out that artefacts that retain their687
design over a long period of time are well conceived and, indeed, useful. As shown688
above, though there were changes to the visual presentation of children’s books and689
notes throughout the eighteenth century, the basic design remained consistent, thereby690
confirming their usefulness and, hence, their artefactual importance to historians.691
Though Norman’s principle of utility was drawn from his experiences with modern692
pieces of technology like phones, keyboards, and cars, it affords deep anthropological693
insight into the relevance of print formats that are repeatedly used in the practices of694
everyday life. For historians, attending to the longevity of textual and figural images,695
as shown in this essay, offers a way to identify the kinds of learning routines that696
were used to shape the minds of children. It also explains why specific kinds of visual697
order were repeatedly employed by the adult authors and readers who were taught698
such practices. This suggests that it is through “commonness” that we are able to699
understand the longitudinal development of Scottish Enlightenment thinkers who700
have been traditionally held in high esteem for their apparent intellectual uniqueness.701
Such emphasis on the importance of taking a longitudinal view of artefacts was recently702
underscored by the philosopher Jean Baudrillard when he observed, “We may thus703
suppose that everything that disappears – institutions, values, prohibitions, even ideas –704
continues to lead a clandestine existence and exert an occult influence” (Baudrillard705
2009, 26). Such a notion fits quite well with what I have shown above and with706
recent research on the materiality of graphic culture, especially for books and707
manuscripts that were used in defined institutional settings. Though many have708
“disappeared” through circumstance or design, some of them are still extant and709
the layout of their pages can be used to trace the “occult” influences harbored by the710
collective memory of an institution – especially those of a pedagogical nature. Overall,711
intellectual historians have overlooked the foundational importance of spatiality in712
graphic culture, especially as a key element of learning and instruction. This is mainly713
because space has not been treated as a purposely-conceived artefact. This essay714
shows that it was, and that spatial literacy must be seen as a central component715
of the visual order of the texts used by learners and educators during the late716
Enlightenment.717
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